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Abstract

The evolution of cooperation in group-structured populations has received
much attention, but little is known about the effects of different modes of
migration of individuals between groups. Here, we have incorporated four
different modes of migration that differ in the degree of coordination among
the individuals. For each mode of migration, we identify the set of multi-
player games in which the cooperative strategy has higher fixation probability
than defection. The comparison shows that the set of games under which
cooperation may evolve generally expands depending upon the degree of co-
ordination among the migrating individuals. Weak altruism can evolve under
all modes of individual migration, provided that the benefit to cost ratio is
high enough. Strong altruism, however, evolves only if the mode of migration
involves coordination of individual actions. Depending upon the migration
frequency and degree of coordination among individuals, conditions that al-
low selection to work at the level of groups can be established.
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1. Introduction1

Cooperation can be defined as “a joint action for mutual benefit” (16; 43;2

10; 62). Participation in a cooperative act is generally costly to cooperators3

(27; 6; 10). Therefore, cooperators have lower fitness than non-cooperators4

(defectors) and, thus, should be eliminated by natural selection. Neverthe-5

less, cooperation is widespread in nature (11; 53; 74). How cooperation6

evolves and is maintained in the face of selfishness has been the subject of7

intensive investigation (27; 71; 6; 47; 67).8

In a group-structured population, members of cooperative groups have9

a selective advantage over the members of non-cooperative groups. This10

advantage can make the evolution of cooperation possible (28; 71; 65; 47).11

The essential idea is that population structure channels cooperation prefer-12

entially to other cooperators (20; 19). Wilson and Wilson (73) formulated13

this as: “Selfishness beats altruism within groups. Altruistic groups beat14

selfish groups. Everything else is commentary.” However, the interplay be-15

tween these effects is important because it determines whether cooperation16

will evolve.17

Group structure by itself does not provide an advantage to cooperation18

(23) - indeed within groups, selfish types have an advantage over cooperating19

types (71). For cooperating types to be maintained, groups must participate20

in some kind of birth and death process. Individuals arising within one group21

must have an opportunity to become a member of another group. There are22

many ways by which this may occur. For instance, in standard trait group23

models (71; 5; 22), individuals within groups are released into a global pool24

and then randomly form new groups. Alternatively groups may fragment25

(65). A further possibility is that individuals from one group may migrate26

to another (9; 37; 31; 32). Via the process of migration, groups themselves27

do not reproduce in a conventional sense, but the effects are parallel.28

In this study we consider models where an individual may become a29

member of another group by migration between groups. Individuals migrat-30

ing from one group to another may fixate in the new group, or be eradicated31

as a consequence of individual-level selection. A defecting individual has a32

higher probability of fixation in a group of cooperators than does a cooperat-33

ing individual in a group of defectors, thus individual-level selection favours34

defectors. However, individuals in groups of cooperators are more produc-35

tive than in groups of defectors, and therefore groups of cooperators release36

more migrants than do groups of defectors. Thus, while previous studies37
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have shown that migration makes cooperation more difficult to evolve (be-38

cause it brings about the mixing of groups (65)), recent work shows that rare39

migration can favor cooperation (32). Here, we consider a range of modes by40

which migration might occur and describe ensuing effects on the evolution of41

cooperation.42

Migration can be implemented in multiple ways: individuals may mi-43

grate individually, or in clumps; subsequent migrations may or may not be44

influenced by previous ones; migration may be triggered by signals perceived45

by individuals, or may be influenced by the group. In this study we com-46

pare different modes of migration. For each mode, we identify the games47

in which cooperation is evolutionarily successful, i.e., where selection at the48

group level is strong enough to overcome selection at the individual level.49

The comparison between modes of migration shows that the set of games50

in which cooperation evolves generally expands with increasing degrees of51

coordination surrounding the migration process.52

2. Evolutionary dynamics within a single group53

We make the assumption that individuals live in a population with a fixed54

number of groups. The interactions between all individuals within a group55

are determined by a multiplayer game. The payoff of each individual depends56

on its strategy and the composition of the group. Each individual can be57

either a cooperator (C) or a defector (D). The size of the game is equal to58

group size. Thus, all players sharing the same strategy within a group have59

the same payoff. More specifically, the payoff of a cooperator in a group with60

i cooperators and n− i defectors is ai, and the payoff of a defector in a group61

with i cooperators and n − i defectors is bi. Thus, a game is completely62

determined by two sequences, a1, ..., an, and b0, ..., bn−1 (38; 25).63

We use an exponential function to map payoff to fitness. The fitnesses64

of cooperators and defectors in a group with i cooperators are therefore ewai65

and ewbi , respectively (66). Here, w measures the intensity of selection. For66

w = 0, selection is neutral. For w � 1, the fitness is approximately linear67

in payoffs. For large w, small differences in payoffs lead to large fitness68

differences.69

The evolutionary dynamics are governed by a Moran process. At each70

time step a single individual in the population is chosen for reproduction71

with probability proportional to fitness (45; 48). This chosen individual72

produces identical offspring, replacing a randomly chosen individual. Thus,73
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population size is kept constant. For such a process, the probability for a74

single cooperator to take over the whole population, φC , can be calculated75

exactly, as well as the probability of a single defector taking over the whole76

population, φD (24; 64). These fixation probabilities form the basis of our77

measure of success for each strategy.78

In order to compare the evolutionary success of the two strategies C and79

D, we examine whether φC > φD. Thus, the value of φC/φD determines80

which strategy is more common. For a ratio greater than 1, cooperation is81

favoured over defection. If the ratio is less than 1, defection is favoured. The82

fixation probabilities of cooperators and defectors in the Moran process with83

exponential mapping are (36; 48; 66)84

φC =
1

1 +
∑n−1

j=1

∏j
i=1 e

w(bi−ai)
(1)

85

φD =
1

1 +
∑n−1

j=1

∏j
i=1 e

w(ai−bi)
. (2)

The ratio of the fixation probabilities is given by (46)86

φC
φD

=
n−1∏
i=1

ewai

ewbi
= ew

∑n−1
i=1 (ai−bi). (3)

Whether this ratio is greater than 1 (i.e. cooperators are favoured) depends87

solely on the sign of88

Λ0 =
n−1∑
i=1

(ai − bi). (4)

This is a generalization of the classic result of risk dominance to multiplayer89

games (35; 48; 21; 3; 40; 26). For a positive Λ0, cooperation is favoured in90

terms of the fixation probability, while a negative Λ0 means that defectors91

are selected. We will use such Λ values for comparing the different migration92

modes.93

3. Migration modes94

We now extend this analysis to multiple groups, and include migration95

between groups (see Fig. 1). Consider m different groups, each with a fixed96
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group size of n. We discuss several different modes of migration that indi-97

viduals can use to move between groups.98

The rate of migration between groups is assumed to be very small com-99

pared to the rate of fixation of a strategy within a group. This implies that100

migration events typically occur only when groups are homogeneous (65; 66).101

Under this time-scale separation, fixation events in the whole population oc-102

cur in two stages: first a strategy fixes inside a group – with probability φC103

(φD) for cooperators (defectors) – and then in the whole population – with104

probability ΦC (ΦD) for groups of cooperators (defectors).105

We use Eqs. (1) and (2) to compute φC and φD at the individual level. At106

the group level, the fixation probabilities ΦC and ΦD depend on the mode of107

migration. Expressions for these probabilities are generally simpler than for108

the probabilities at the individual level due to the fact that all individuals109

within a group have the same fitness when migration occurs (see Appendix110

A.2-Appendix A.5 for details).111

The ratio of fixation probabilities in the structured population (analogous112

to Eq. (3)) is then given by φcΦc
φdΦd

(65).113

Here we present a brief derivation of fixation probabilities and correspond-114

ing “sign sums” Λ. A different Λ will be calculated for each migration mode115

(See Appendix A.1 – Appendix A.5 for details).116

3.1. Single individual migration117

As in Traulsen and Nowak (65), we assume that offspring are added to118

the parent group with probability 1 − λ, or to a randomly chosen group119

with probability λ. This is the simplest migration process, with λ being the120

migration probability. Due to λ � 1, we consider the probability that a121

group where the mutant has fixed will send out a migrant that will become122

a member another group. This probability is equal to newanλ for groups of123

cooperators, and newb0λ for groups of defectors. For the fixation probabilities124

at the group level, we obtain the ratio125

ΦC

ΦD

=
m−1∏
j=1

newanλφC
newb0λφD

= ew(m−1)(an−b0+
∑n−1
i=1 (ai−bi)). (5)

Combining Eqs. (3) and (5) we obtain126

φCΦC

φDΦD

= ew((m−1)(an−b0)+m
∑n−1
i=1 (ai−bi)). (6)
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c) Pair migration

b) Single individual migration e) Differential migration

d) Caravan migrationa) Well mixed population

Figure 1: Different modes of migration. Closed circles represent cooperators, open
circles represent defectors, dotted line circles represent groups. (a) Well mixed population,
where no migration is possible. (b) Single individual migration mode, where each individual
migrates independently. (c) Pair migration mode, where individuals migrate in pairs. (d)
Caravan migration mode, where multiple migrants go to the same group. (e) Differential
migration mode, where cooperators have higher chances to migrate than defectors. In each
case, the quantity Λ determines whether cooperation evolves or not, cf. Fig. 2.
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Here, the outcome of evolution is determined by the sign of Λ1, given by127

Λ1 = (m− 1)(an − b0) +m
n−1∑
i=1

(ai − bi) = (m− 1)(an − b0) +mΛ0 (7)

The equation for the sign sum Λ1 contains the sign sum of the single group128

mode, Λ0, as the second term. The first term (m−1)(an−b0) is proportional129

to the fitness difference of the purely cooperative group and the purely de-130

fecting group, and describes the effect of group migration. Eq. 7 explicitly131

expresses conditions for selection to favor cooperation in the single individual132

migration mode (31) through payoffs from a multiplayer game that is played133

within groups.134

Groups of cooperators send out more migrants than groups containing135

high frequencies of defecting types, which means that cooperative strategies136

gain an advantage in the face of migration. The effect of migration depends137

on the number of groups m in a population. The relative weight of the138

new term in comparison with the lower-level selection term
∑n−1

i=1 (ai − bi)139

depends only weakly on the number of groups m. With decreasing number140

of the groups, Λ1 approaches Λ0, and for m = 1 both are identical.141

3.2. Pair migration142

Another mode of migration is one where migrants leave simultaneously.143

For this mode we assume that every migration event carries propagules of a144

finite number. For illustrative purposes, we discuss propagules of size 2 or145

‘pair migration’. In this case, we consider the probability that two deviating146

individuals take over the population. The sign sum is147

Λ2 = Λ1 +
m− 1

w
ln

[
1 + e−w(a1−b1)

1 + ew(an−1−bn−1)

]
(8)

The additional term, now including the selection coefficient, may be positive148

or negative, depending on the payoff comparison in groups with 1 and n− 1149

individuals of each type. For a game where cooperators receive a lower pay-150

off than defectors in the same group, this additional term is always positive.151

Therefore the increase of invading propagule size from 1 to 2 benefits coop-152

erators. The sign sums can be calculated for propagules of arbitrary size in153

a similar fashion.154
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3.3. Caravan migration155

Next, we assume that a new migrant might follow a previous migrant156

with a probability p. This causes a caravan effect, whereby migrants invade157

the same group with a probability greater than random. Due to the time158

scale separation assumption, a migrant is fixed or eliminated from the group159

before the next migrant arrives. Therefore, the caravan migration mode160

considers multiple migrations of single individuals, whereas the propagule161

mode of migration considers simultaneous migration of multiple individuals.162

For simplicity we introduce an additional time scale separation to the caravan163

migration model: all follow-up migrants arrive at the recipient group earlier164

than migrants from any other group. The caravan migration mode represents165

biological systems in which migrants may leave some record of their migration166

that stimulates the production of further individuals within the group to167

follow the first departed migrant. This approximates a situation where, for168

example, an ant leaves a chemical trail (33). This is the simplest example of169

the model in which all players in the group coordinate their actions.170

The probability that the number of migrants entering the same group is171

equal to k is given by172

P (k) = pk−1(1 − p). (9)

The probability that at least one migrant is successful is equal to173

φCaravan
C = 1 −

∞∑
k=1

P (k)(1 − φC)k =
φC

1 − p(1 − φC)
. (10)

Here φCaravan
C is the probability of a successful invasion of a group of defectors174

by a cooperative group.175

Similarly, the expected probability of the opposite event is φD
1−p(1−φD)

.176

Thus, the ratio of fixation probabilities at the group level is177

ΦC

ΦD

=
m−1∏
j=1

newanλφC(1 − p(1 − φD))

newb0λφD(1 − p(1 − φC))
. (11)

If p � 1 − φ, the probability that the group invaded by the first migrant is178

eventually taken over approaches 1, such that the result becomes independent179

of φC and φD. The group that receives the first migrant will be invaded with180

a probability equal to 1. The flow of migrants from one group to another181
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means that the invaded group will be converted with a probability equal to182

1. The ratio of fixation probabilities at the group level in this limit is183

ΦC

ΦD

=
m−1∏
j=1

newanλ

newb0λ
= ew(m−1)(an−b0). (12)

The sign sum (see Eq. (7)) for this mode is then184

ΛCV = (m− 1)(an − b0) +
n−1∑
j=1

(aj − bj) = Λ1 − (m− 1)Λ0. (13)

This is larger than in the migration mode for a single individual Λ1, as185

Λ0 < 0 for traits that are disadvantageous at the individual level (ai < bi).186

An increase in the number of groups in a population significantly increases187

the advantage to cooperators caused by this migration process. Since the188

caravan mode effectively displaces the accepting group with a copy of the189

donor group, the result obtained here is mathematically equivalent to those190

of Traulsen and Nowak (65), where it was assumed that a group splits and191

displaces a randomly selected group.192

3.4. Differential migration193

In the earlier migration modes we have assumed that the migration rate194

is independent of the type of emigrant. Here we relax this assumption. For195

example, a group of cooperators may increase the migration rate of its mem-196

bers, therefore increasing the fitness of the group as a whole. Biologically,197

this could be envisioned to occur via secretion of a chemical signal promoting198

newly emerged individuals to leave the parent group.199

In this mode, let λC be the migration rate of C types, and λD be the200

migration rate of D types. Assuming that the time scale separation is not201

violated by increased migration rates, we calculate the ratio of fixation prob-202

abilities on the group level as203

Φc

Φd

=
m−1∏
j=1

newanλC
newb0λD

= ew(m−1)(an−b0+
ln(λC/λD)

w
). (14)
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Therefore, the sign sum in this mode is204

ΛDM = Λ1 +
m− 1

w
ln

(
λC
λD

)
. (15)

The difference in migration rates (λC > λD) provides an advantage to co-205

operating groups, which emits proportionally more migrants in this mode.206

This is reflected in an additional term ln
(
λC
λD

)
, which can shift the balance207

of selection in favour of cooperators. Interestingly, the overall sign sum ΛDM208

may still be negative, despite the fact that groups of cooperators produce209

more migrant offspring than groups of defectors. This can be explained by210

the fact that the raw number of migrant offspring is not a determinant of211

evolutionary success, instead the number of successfully invaded migrants212

is a defining characteristic of evolution in our model. As such, even if the213

number of migrants emitted by the cooperating group might be high, the fix-214

ation process occurring by means of selection at the individual level favours215

defectors. The interplay of these two factors does not necessarily promote216

cooperation even in the differential migration mode, where cooperators are217

considered to have an advantage.218

4. Social dilemmas219

To be more concrete, we now apply the results of the previous sections220

to different social dilemma games (12; 6; 38; 47). In social dilemma games,221

the average payoff to players increases with the number of cooperators, but222

defectors gain higher payoff than cooperators. An example of a pairwise223

social dilemma is the prisoner’s dilemma, which is extensively used for the224

study of the evolution of cooperation (6; 44; 15). For our purposes, it is225

useful to differentiate between weak and strong altruism.226

4.1. Weak and strong altruism227

Weak altruism is a situation where cooperators provide an advantage to228

the group, but regardless of the group composition, cooperators have lower229

payoff than defectors (72; 38). Therefore, the payoffs under weakly altruistic230

interactions have two properties,231

1. If the number of cooperative players increases, the payoffs of all players232

increase. That is ai < ai+1 and bi < bi+1.233

2. Cooperators have lower payoff than defectors. That is ai < bi.234
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Since ai < bi, then, consequently, Λ0 < 0. Unsurprisingly, weak altruism235

does not arise in the absence of selection at the group level.236

In the case of single migrants, the migration-related term in the sign sum237

Λ1 (Eq. (7)) can balance, and even overcome, the term that represents lower238

level selection. Thus, weak altruism can be favoured in simple migration239

settings. Similar arguments hold for the pair migration, caravan migration240

and differential migration modes.241

Strong altruism (72), also termed as focal complement altruism (38), are242

interactions where switching to cooperation always entails a loss of repro-243

ductive success. A well-known example of strong altruism is the prisoner’s244

dilemma where strongly altruistic interactions are characterized by two prop-245

erties:246

1. If the number of cooperative players increases, the payoffs of all players247

increase. That is ai < ai+1 and bi < bi+1.248

2. If a player switches from defection to cooperation, their payoff de-249

creases. That is ai < bi−1.250

Strong altruism is always disadvantageous in populations without struc-251

ture, i.e. Λ0 < 0. In addition, we find that252

Λ1 = (m− 1)(an − b0) +m
n−1∑
i=1

(ai − bi) = −(an − b0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

+m
n∑
i=1

ai − bi−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0

< 0,

(16)
which means that strong altruism is also disfavoured with simple individual-253

based migration. This result generalizes previous findings that cooperation254

in the Prisoner’s dilemma game cannot evolve when migration involves just255

a single individual (31).256

For pair migration, Λ2 can become positive due to the additional term257

that is present in Λ2 (see Eq. 8). Also for caravan migration, cooperation258

can be favored due to the additional positive term −(m− 1)Λ0.259

Next, we discuss more specific examples of social dilemmas.260

4.2. Public goods games261

Pairwise games, such as the prisoner’s dilemma, where only two players262

participate in each game round, cannot represent cooperation with synergis-263

tic interactions. With synergistic interactions, multiple cooperators amplify264
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each other’s contributions, thus providing higher benefit than they would265

produce independently. To encompass these kinds of interactions, we uti-266

lize multiplayer games, where multiple players are taken into account in the267

payoff calculation (30; 40; 26).268

Public goods games are a type of multiplayer game where each player can269

make a donation to a public pool. The collected amount is then multiplied,270

and evenly shared amongst all players, including those that decided not to271

make a donation. Weak and strong altruism can be naturally represented by272

self-returning benefit and self-excluding benefit games, respectively (59; 14).273

In self-returning benefit games, the public goods are shared among all par-274

ticipants; therefore, a proportional part of a donation returns to contributors275

as a part of their payoff. In this case, all players receive the same share276

of a public good, but defectors save the cost of donation. Therefore self-277

returning benefit games represent weak altruism. In self-excluding benefit278

games, a donation by a focal individual is only shared among other partici-279

pants; therefore, the payoff of this focal player depends only on the donation280

of others. In self-excluding benefit games, switching from cooperation to de-281

fection does not change the received amount of the public goods, but saves282

the cost of cooperation. This makes cooperation in self-excluding benefit283

games strongly altruistic.284

We start with the simplest public goods game. Here, the reward to co-285

operators increases linearly with the number of cooperators. Cooperative286

individuals pay a cost γ, in order to provide a benefit β. This benefit is287

either split amongst the rest of the group, in the linear self-excluding game288

(LSE game); or split among the whole group, in the linear self-returning289

game (LSR game). A defecting individual does not pay the cost, but reaps290

the benefits from other cooperators. The LSR game is weakly altruistic,291

see Table 1. The LSE game is strongly altruistic, and can be viewed as a292

multiplayer generalization of the standard prisoner’s dilemma.293

In addition, we consider non-linear public goods games. If there are294

synergies in the production of the public goods, each additional donation295

can provide more benefits than the previous one. Likewise, if the marginal296

benefit decreases with the number of donations, the benefits are discounted297

and become saturated as the number of cooperators increase. These so-called298

non-linear public goods games have been extensively analyzed (18; 7; 30; 69;299

50; 25; 70; 4; 51; 55; 1).300

In the simplest version of the game incorporating synergy and discount-301

ing, the first cooperator in the group pays a cost γ to generate β units of302
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Table 1: Payoffs and their differences for the linear self-returning (LSR), the lin-
ear self-excluding (LSE), the synergy/discounting self-returning (SDSR), and the syn-
ergy/discounting self-excluding (SDSE) public goods games. ai is the payoff to a cooper-
ator in a group of size n with i cooperators, and bi is the payoff for a defector. The sum
of the payoff difference ai − bi determines the value of Λ0 (see Eq. 4). Switching from
defection to cooperation leads to a payoff difference ai − bi−1. Switching always decreases
payoffs for the self-excluding benefit games (LSE and SDSE); however, the change in pay-
off for the self-returning benefit games (LSR and SDSR) can be positive and therefore
cooperators could have a higher fixation rate than defectors in these games.

LSR LSE SDSR SDSE

ai
i
n
β − γ i−1

n−1
β − γ β

n
1−ζi
1−ζ − γ β

n−1
1−ζi−1

1−ζ − γ

bi
i
n
β i

n−1
β β

n
1−ζi
1−ζ

β
n−1

1−ζi
1−ζ

ai − bi −γ < 0 − β
n−1

− γ < 0 −γ < 0 − β
n−1

ζ i−1 − γ < 0

ai − bi−1
β
n
− γ −γ < 0 β

n
ζ i−1 − γ −γ < 0

Altruism Weak Strong Weak Strong

a public good. Each additional cooperator present in the group provides ζ303

times the public good than the previous one. If ζ > 1, then cooperators act304

synergistically. If ζ < 1, benefits are discounted. Again, donations can be ei-305

ther shared among all players (synergy/discounting game with self-returning306

benefit, or SDSR game), or only among other players and excluding the donor307

(synergy/discounting game with self-excluding benefit, or SDSE game).308

The payoffs ai and bi to players in these games (LSR, LSE, SDSR and309

SDSE) and their differences are presented in Table 1. For each of these games310

we derive the conditions for the evolution of cooperation under different311

migration schemes (see Section 3). The sign sums for each combination of312

game and migration mode are presented in Tables 2 (for self-returning games)313

and 3 (for self-excluding games).314

Sign sums as functions of benefit β for different games and modes of315

migration are presented in Fig. 2. In the well mixed model, cooperation is316

evolutionary unsuccessful in all games (Λ0 < 0).317

For the games representing weak altruism (LSR and SDSR), cooperation318

may be successful in all migration modes, provided that the benefit to cost319
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b) Linear self-returning game

d) Synergy/discounting

self-returning game

benefit

a) Linear self-excluding game

s
ig
n
s
u
m

benefit

s
ig
n
s
u
m

c) Synergy/discounting
self-excluding game

Figure 2: The evolution of cooperation does not always become easier with
increasing benefit β. Cooperation is advantageous in terms of fixation probabilities
if the sign sum Λ calculated for migration modes (lines) is positive (shaded region). In
the well mixed case, Λ0 decreases in self-excluding games and stays constant for self-
returning games. In the single individual migration mode and the differential migration
mode, cooperation becomes easier with increasing benefit in the self-returning case, but
harder in the self-excluding case. In the pair migration mode and in caravan migration,
cooperation becomes easier with increasing benefit for all games with the current parameter
set. (n = 24 for the well mixed population, m = 6 and n = 4 in migration models, ζ = 1.35,
intensity of selection w = 0.1, cost of cooperation γ = 1, group migration bonus factor in
differential migration mode w−1 ln(λC/λD) = 5, colors as in Fig. 1).
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Table 2: Sign sums for self-returning games (weak altruism) in a well mixed population
and under different modes of migration.

LSR SDSR

Λ0 −(n− 1)γ −(n− 1)γ

Λ1 (m− 1)β − (mn− 1)γ (m− 1)β
n

1−ζn
1−ζ − (mn− 1)γ

Λ2 (m− 1)β −m(n− 1)γ (m− 1)β
n

1−ζn
1−ζ −m(n− 1)γ

ΛCV (m− 1)β − (m+ n− 2)γ (m− 1)β
n

1−ζn
1−ζ − (m+ n− 2)γ

ΛDM (m− 1)
(
β + ln(λC/λD)

w

)
− (mn− 1)γ (m− 1)

(
β
n

1−ζn
1−ζ + ln(λC/λD)

w

)
− (mn− 1)γ

ratio is large enough. Clearly, increasing synergy in self-returning games320

favours cooperation.321

For the games representing strong altruism (LSE and SDSE), even for the322

individual migration mode, cooperators have no selective advantage (Λ1 < 0).323

For the pair migration and caravan migration modes, strong altruism may324

have a selective advantage over defection and in LSE game this is possible if325

the benefit to cost ratio is high enough. Under differential migration strong326

altruism also can have a selective advantage in the LSE game. However,327

the prerequisites for this are restrictive: the group migration bonus factor328

w−1 ln(λC/λD) must be high enough to ensure a strong implicit advantage329

to cooperators. Interestingly, an increase in the benefit to cost ratio works330

against cooperation under this mode of migration.331

At the qualitative level, the difference between linear and non-linear332

games from the same migration scheme are minor, with a few notable excep-333

tions. Strongly altruistic, non-linear SDSE games, can promote cooperation334

in the pair migration mode at high values of benefit β (the sign sum in this335

case cannot be reduced to benefit to cost ratio) only if the number of groups336

m is high enough (Appendix A.6). The minimal number of groups necessary337

for the success of cooperation for this game increases with the increase of the338

synergy. Therefore synergistic interactions work against cooperation success339

in the pair migration mode.340

In the caravan migration mode, the SDSE game, similar to the linear LSE341

game, promotes cooperation if the benefit to cost ratio (β/γ) is high enough.342

However, synergy of cooperators makes cooperation successful at lower values343
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Table 3: Sign sums for self-excluding public good games (strong altruism) in a well mixed
population and under different modes of migration.

LSE SDSE

Λ0 −β − (n− 1)γ − β
n−1

1−ζn−1

1−ζ − (n− 1)γ

Λ1 −β − (mn− 1)γ − β
n−1

1−ζn−1

1−ζ − (mn− 1)γ

Λ2 βm−n
n−1

−m(n− 1)γ − β
n−1

1−ζn−1

1−ζ − (mn− 1)γ + m−1
w

ln

[
1+e

w( β
n−1+γ)

1+e
−w( β

n−1 ζ
n−2+γ)

]
ΛCV (m− 2)β − (m+ n− 2)γ (m− 2) β

n−1
1−ζn−1

1−ζ − (m+ n− 2)γ

ΛDM (m− 1) ln(λC/λD)
w

− β − (mn− 1)γ (m− 1) ln(λC/λD)
w

− β
n−1

1−ζn−1

1−ζ − (mn− 1)γ

of benefit to cost ratio than in the LSE game. Finally, in the SDSE game344

with differential migration, as well as in the LSE game, the advantage of345

cooperation depends on the group migration bonus factor, while both high346

benefit to cost ratio and synergy work against cooperation.347

Synergy always favours cooperation in weakly altruistic self-returning348

games (LSR and SDSR); however, it may work against cooperation in strongly349

altruistic LSE and SDSE games under certain modes of migration. Intu-350

itively, cooperation will be enhanced if the benefit provided by a cooperator351

is large or if there is more synergy between cooperators (larger β, larger or352

increasing ζ). Counterintuitively, in self-excluding games this works against353

cooperation (49). Consider the prisoner’s dilemma game, played by one co-354

operator and one defector. An increase in the amount of benefit produced by355

cooperator β leads only to an increase in the payoff to the defector; thereby356

harming cooperation. Furthermore, in a multiplayer game, an increasing357

ζ just provides more benefit for defectors to exploit, as it does not return358

benefit to the contributor. This shows that cheaper cooperation can benefit359

defectors.360

In all four games, for all values of the benefit to cost ratio, defection is361

favoured (negative sign sums) in well mixed populations. This illustrates362

that even weak altruism is less successful than defection in the absence of363

population structure. The standard migration mode allows LSR and SDSR364

games to have a positive sign sum if the benefit to cost ratio is large enough.365

However, cooperators in LSE and SDSE games, being strongly altruistic are366
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always disadvantageous, independent of the benefit to cost ratio.367

5. Discussion368

We have shown that migration, even in the absence of coordination be-369

tween individuals, promotes the evolution of weakly altruistic cooperation.370

The single individual migration mode presented here is not based on pro-371

cesses that involve an entire group (65), or specific structure of groups (42).372

Our results indicate that cooperation may emerge by means of group-level373

selection even if selection is conducted by the non-coordinated actions of in-374

dividuals. In other words, selection on the group level can be mediated by375

population structure alone.376

In modes where migration involves the coordinated actions of multiple377

individuals, cooperation can evolve in a much wider range of games than in378

the single individual migration mode. In the pair, caravan and differential379

migration modes, strong altruism can be favored. Also, in weakly altruistic380

games the range of parameters promoting the evolution of cooperation is381

extended: the domain of benefit to cost ratio with positive sign sums becomes382

wider than in the single individual migration mode (see Figure 2 panels383

b and d). Thus, introduction of coordination between individuals’ actions384

substantially extends the set of conditions under which cooperation may385

evolve.386

Throughout this manuscript, we have concentrated on the exponential387

payoff to fitness mapping, which allows a very compact representation of388

the sign sums. However, many of our results hold for more general payoff389

to fitness mappings (75; 76). For example, for any mapping in which the390

number of emitted migrants is proportional to the reproductive output of391

the players within the group the single individual migration mode can favor392

weak altruism, but not strong altruism, see Appendix B. This is in contrast393

to a scenario of a pairwise comparison process (31; 32), where production394

of migrants moving between groups depends directly on payoffs, but the395

competition between types within the group depends on differences between396

individual payoffs.397

The evolution of cooperation under limited coordination of individuals’398

actions may have particular importance for understanding early stages of the399

evolution of multicellularity. While details remain unclear, there is general400

agreement that the earliest stages involved the evolution of simple, undif-401

ferentiated groups of cooperating cells (68; 57; 52; 2; 39; 29). In theoretical402
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models of the evolution of cooperation, the mechanistic details surrounding403

the re-distribution of individuals among groups are often overlooked. Two404

broad kinds of group formation are generally considered: groups originat-405

ing from growth of a single individual, referred to as “staying together”, and406

groups formed by aggregation of individuals, referred to as “coming together”407

(63). An example of the “staying together” mode is fragmentation (65), as408

found in the algae Gonium pectorale (61). The “coming together” mode is409

utilized by slime molds (8) and in trait group models (71). Multiple indi-410

vidual modes of group formation can be constructed within these two kinds411

(71; 5; 52; 65; 54; 22; 41; 60; 63), including those in which ’staying together’412

is combined with migration events that establish new groups (56; 41; 58; 29).413

From a mechanistic point of view, modes of individual assignment, considered414

in the previous paragraph, are typically assumed to arise by the coordinated415

actions of multiple individuals in the group. However, early cellular groups416

were most likely unable to act as a single coordinated unit, and as such re-417

currence of these groups was presumably conducted by unregulated actions418

of individual cells (13).419

Based on our results, one can perform a classification of multilevel se-420

lection models based on the level of complexity of the interactions between421

groups. The first class consists of models in which processes between groups422

are mediated by a single individual, such as the single individual migration423

mode and metapopulation models (17; 34). As shown here, these kinds of424

models can promote weak altruism, but not strong altruism. The second425

class of models are those in which between-group processes involve several426

individuals, or even whole groups. Examples include the pair, caravan and427

differential migration modes, and also the splitting of whole groups (65). In428

the context of the early stages of the evolution of multicellularity, the first429

class of models likely have particular importance, as the multi-individual ac-430

tions of the second class generally require coordinated activity, which might431

not be available for early groups.432
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Appendix A. Derivation of sign sums438

Appendix A.1. Derivation of Λ0439

The fixation probability for one individual of the two strategies in a well440

mixed population is equal to (46; 64)441

φC =
1

1 +
∑n−1

j=1

∏j
i=1

ewbi
ewai

(A.1)

φD =
1

1 +
∑n−1

j=1

∏j
i=1

ewan−i

ewbn−i

.

The ratio of these fixation probabilities is442

φC
φD

=
n−1∏
i=1

ewai

ewbi
= ew

∑n−1
i=1 (ai−bi) = ewΛ0 . (A.2)

Here, Λ0 =
∑n−1

i=1 (ai − bi) is the sign sum for a well mixed population, as443

stated previously, for example by (40) and (25).444

Appendix A.2. Derivation of Λ1445

For group structure and small migration rates, the trait of interest first446

needs to fix in a group (φC) and then that group needs to fix in the population447

(ΦC). The total fixation probability ratio is thus equal to ΦC
ΦD

φC
φD

(65). Here448

φC
φD

is calculated according to Eq. (A.2). The ratio ΦC
ΦD

is calculated as449

ΦC

ΦD

=
m−1∏
j=1

newanλφC
newb0λφD

=
m−1∏
j=1

(
ewan

ewb0
ewΛ0

)
= ew(m−1)(an−b0+Λ0). (A.3)

Therefore the total fixation probability ratio is450

φC
φD

ΦC

ΦD

= ewΛ0ew(m−1)(an−b0+Λ0) = ew((an−b0)(m−1)+m
∑n−1
i=1 (ai−bi)). (A.4)

Thus, the sign sum for the single individual migration mode is451

Λ1 = (an − b0)(m− 1) +m
n−1∑
i=1

(ai − bi). (A.5)
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Appendix A.3. Derivation of Λ2452

In the pair migration mode, the individual-level fixation probabilities are453

different from the single individual migration mode because the initial state454

of the group with mixed composition after accepting a migrant is n−2 players455

of the base type and two players of the invading type. Therefore, the fixation456

probabilities are not equal to the ones presented in Eq. (A.1). According to457

(46), the fixation probabilities φi for an initial number of i individuals solves458

the recurrence equation459

φi = φi(1 − T i+ − T i−) + φi−1T i− + φi+1T i+. (A.6)

Here T i+ = ... and T i− = ... are probabilities to increase or decrease the460

number of players with a chosen strategy if there are currently i players.461

Because φ0 = 0, φ2 is462

φ2
C = φ1

C

(
1 +

T 1−

T 1+

)
= φ1

C

(
1 + e−w(a1−b1)

)
(A.7)

φ2
D = φ1

D

(
1 +

T (n−1)+

T (n−1)−

)
= φ1

D

(
1 + ew(an−1−bn−1)

)
. (A.8)

Therefore, the ratio of individual-level fixation probabilities in the pair mi-463

gration mode is464

φ2
C

φ2
D

=
φ1
C

φ1
D

1 + e−w(a1−b1)

1 + ew(an−1−bn−1)
= exp

[
wΛ0 + ln

[
1 + e−w(a1−b1)

1 + ew(an−1−bn−1)

]]
. (A.9)

The total ratio of fixation probabilities (taking into account that the invading465

strategy starts with one player in the first group, and with two players in all466

following migration invasions) is467

φ1
C

φ1
D

Φc

Φd

= e
w

(
(an−b0)(m−1)+m

∑n−1
i=1 (ai−bi)+(m−1) 1

w
ln

[
1+e−w(a1−b1)

1+e
w(an−1−bn−1)

])
(A.10)

and the sign sum is468

Λ2 = (an − b0)(m− 1) +m

n−1∑
i=1

(ai − bi) + (m− 1)
1

w
ln

(
1 + e−w(a1−b1)

1 + ew(an−1−bn−1)

)
.

(A.11)
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Appendix A.4. Derivation of ΛCV469

In the caravan migration mode with large p, the probability of successful470

invasion of one group into another is equal to 1. Therefore, the ratio of471

group-level fixation probabilities is472

ΦC

ΦD

=
m−1∏
j=1

newanλ

newb0λ
= ew(an−b0)(m−1). (A.12)

This way the total fixation probabilities ratio is473

φC
φD

ΦC

ΦD

= ewΛ0ew(an−b0)(m−1) = ew((an−b0)(m−1)+
∑n−1
i=1 (ai−bi)) (A.13)

and the sign sum in the caravan migration mode is474

ΛCV = (an − b0)(m− 1) +
n−1∑
i=1

(ai − bi). (A.14)

Appendix A.5. Derivation of ΛDM475

In the differential migration mode, the groups have control over the mi-476

gration probabilities of the players. This affects the fixation probabilities at477

the group level. The migration probabilities no longer cancel,478

ΦC

ΦD

=
m−1∏
j=1

newanλCφC
newb0λDφD

=
m−1∏
j=1

(
ewan

ewb0
e
wΛ0+ln

(
λC
λD

))
= exp

[
w(m− 1)

(
an − b0 + Λ0 +

1

w
ln

(
λC
λD

))]
.

(A.15)
Therefore, the total fixation probability ratio is479

φC
φD

ΦC

ΦD

= e
w(m−1)

(
an−b0+Λ0+ 1

w
ln
(
λC
λD

))
+wΛ0 (A.16)

and the sign sum becomes480

ΛDM =

an − b0 +
ln
(
λC
λD

)
w

 (m− 1) +m
n−1∑
i=1

(ai − bi). (A.17)
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Appendix A.6. The SDSE game in the pair migration mode481

The sign sum for the SDSE game in the pair migration mode is:482

ΛSDSE
2 = − β

n− 1

1 − ζn−1

1 − ζ
− γ(mn− 1) +

m− 1

w
ln

[
1 + ew( β

n−1
+γ)

1 + e−w( β
n−1

ζn−2+γ)

]
.

(A.18)

If benefit β is high enough
(
β � n− 1, β � n−1

ζn−1

)
, then the sign sum483

approaches484

ΛSDSE
2 ≈ β

n− 1

(
m− 1 − 1 − ζn−1

1 − ζ

)
− γm(n− 1). (A.19)

Therefore, the sign sum is positive at high benefit values, if the number of485

groups m is high enough: m > 1 + 1−ζn−1

1−ζ . In the case of the discounting486

game (ζ < 1), this condition is more restrictive than m ≥ 2, which is always487

required in multilevel selection models.488

Appendix B. Other payoff to fitness mappings489

Strong altruism is at a disadvantage in the single individual migration490

mode, when we use the exponential payoff to fitness mapping (66). Here we491

show that this result holds true with any mapping.492

In terms of fitness, strong altruism is characterized by two properties:493

1. If the number of cooperative players increases, the payoffs of all play-494

ers increase. That is fa(i) < fa(i + 1) and fb(i) < fb(i + 1), where495

fa(i) (fb(i)) is the fitness of cooperators (defectors) in a group with i496

cooperators.497

2. If a player switches from defection to cooperation, their payoff de-498

creases. That is fa(i) < fb(i− 1).499

The ratio of fixation probabilities in the structured population is given500

by φc
φd

· Φc
Φd

(65). We calculate each term separately.501

The ratio of fixation probabilities of a single cell in a group of opposite502

composition (36; 46) is503

φC
φD

=
n−1∏
i=1

fa(i)

fb(i)
. (B.1)
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The ratio of fixation probabilities of a single group in a population of504

opposite composition is505

ΦC

ΦD

=
m−1∏
j=1

nfa(n)λφC
nfb(0)λφD

=

(
fa(n)

fb(0)

n−1∏
i=1

fa(i)

fb(i)

)m−1

. (B.2)

Combining Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2) we get the ratio of fixation probabilities of506

a single cell in a population of opposite composition:507

φCΦC

φDΦD

=
n−1∏
i=1

fa(i)

fb(i)
·

(
fa(n)

fb(0)

n−1∏
i=1

fa(i)

fb(i)

)m−1

=
fb(0)

fa(n)
·

(
fa(n)

fb(0)

n−1∏
i=1

fa(i)

fb(i)

)m

.

(B.3)
Expression in parenthesis can be rewritten:508

fa(n)

fb(0)

n−1∏
i=1

fa(i)

fb(i)
=
fa(n)

∏n−1
i=1 fa(i)

fb(0)
∏n−1

i=1 fb(i)
=

∏n
i=1 fa(i)∏n−1
i=0 fb(i)

=
n∏
i=1

fa(i)

fb(i− 1)
. (B.4)

Thus, the fixation probabilities ratio is equal to509

φCΦC

φDΦD

=
fb(0)

fa(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1

·

 n∏
i=1

fa(i)

fb(i− 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<1


m

< 1. (B.5)

So, the inability of the strong altruism to emerge in a single individual510

migration mode holds true for all possible payoff to fitness mappings.511
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